Daddy's Puncture

Bill needs to find the scissors
To cut out baseball cards
on the Crunchy's cereal box
He emptied in the yard.

Mommy, Dan, Barnard and Blanche
Must have looked everywhere
When Daddy found them easily
Sitting in his chair.

Dad shot up like a bullet
And yelled a curdling yell.
His eyes got blurred, his flesh got flushed
He passed out, then he fell.

Mom woke Dad with her screaming
While Dan beat up Barnard
And Bill pulled out the scissors
And cut out baseball cards.

Dad was bleeding badly
And couldn’t hardly moved
We helped him up and drove to Doc’s
On an inner tube.

Doc gave Dad twelve stitches
And asked him how he feels
And told him to sleep back side up
Until the puncture healed.

One month and twelve fights later
Dad felt without a doubt
His wound was healed and it was time
To get his stitches out.

Dad got red as a berry
When Ol’ Doc’s nurse, Lucille
Took out the stitches one by one
And raved how well he’d healed.

Dad still walks kind of funny
Dan still beats up Barnard
Mommy cooks and Blanchie dries
And Bill cuts baseball cards.

The moral of the story
As you can probably guess
Is looking for sharp scissors
Is a pain in the ... neck.
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1) BILL NEEDS TO FIND THE SCISSORS TO CUT OUT BASEBALL CARDS
2) (HE) SHOT UP LIKE A BULLET AND YELLED A CURSED YELL
3) (DAD) WAS BLEEDING BADLY AND COULDN'T HARDLY MOVE
4) (ONE) MONTH AND TWELVE NIGHTS LATER DAD FELT WITHOUT A DOUBT
5) (DAD) STILL WALKS KIND OF FUNNY CAN STILL BEEPS UP BERNARD

ON THE CRUNCHIES CEREAL BOX HE'D EMPTIED IN THE YARD EYES GOT BLURRED HIS FACE GOT RED HE PASSED OUT THEN HE FELL
MOM HELPED HIM UP HE DROVE TO DOC'S ON AN INNER TUBE WOUND WAS HEALED AND IT WAS TIME TO GET HIS STITCHES OUT OLD MOMMY COOKS AND BLANCHE DRIES AND BILL CUTS BASEBALL CARDS THE

MOMMY DAN, BERNARD AND BLANCH MUST HAVE LOOKED EV'RY-WHERE WOKED DAD WITH HER SCREAMING— WHILE DAN BEAT UP BERNARD AND DOC GAVE DAD SIX STICHES — AND ASKED HOW DID HE FEEL AND
GOT RED AS A BERRY — WHEN OL' DOC'S NURSE LUCILLE TOOK MOKAL OF THE STORY — AS YOU CAN PROBABLY GUESS IS

DAD-DY FOUND 'EM EASILY — SITTING IN HIS CHAIR He BILLYGot THE SCISSORS — AND CUT OUT BASEBALL CARDS — TOLD HIM TO SLEEP BACK SIDE UP UN-TIL THE PUNCTURE HEALS ONE OUT THE STITCHES ONE BY ONE AND RAVED HOW WELL IT CALLED DAD LOOKING FOR SHARP SCISSORS — IS

A PAIN IN THE NECK